Air Mouse Products

Air Mouse Voice
GYM3300
MSRP: $99.99

Enjoy your Creation wirelessly

Voice command of presentation tools & effects

- Motion-sensitive handheld mouse
- High-resolution desktop mouse
- Large library of presentation tools & effects
- Assignable buttons and hand gestures
- Saves User Profiles
- Windows & macOS Compatible
Air Mouse Products

Air Mouse Go Plus
GYM1100NA
MSRP: $99.99

Enjoy your Creation wirelessly

- Desktop mouse and presentation remote
- Assignable buttons and hand gestures
- Includes MotionTools 3.0 software (NEW)
- Rechargeable Battery (3.7 VDC / 400 mAh - 1.48Wh)
- TAA Compliant
- Windows & macOS compatible
- Options: with Full Size & Compact Wireless Keyboard
Air Mouse Products

Air Mouse Elite
GYM5600NA  MSRP: $79.99

Enjoy your Creation wirelessly

- Desktop mouse and presentation remote
- Assignable buttons and hand gestures
- Includes MotionTools 3.0 software (NEW)
- Green (rechargeable) & TAA Compliant
- Windows & macOS compatible
- Options: with Low Profile Keyboard
Enjoy your Creation wirelessly

- Laptop mouse and presentation remote
- Assignable buttons and hand gestures
- Includes MotionTools 3.0 software (NEW)
- TAA Compliant
- Up to 100-foot wireless range
- Windows & macOS compatible
- Options: With Compact Wireless Keyboard
- User Testimonial
Air Mouse Products

Enjoy your Creation wirelessly

- Ergonomic (disappears in your hand)
- Large intuitive slide controls
- Bright green laser pointer
- In-Air handheld mouse (gesture controlled)
- Up to 75-foot wireless range
- Windows® & macOS® compatible

Air Mouse Presenter
GYM4400
MSRP: $99.99
Air Mouse Products

Air Mouse Elite with Low Profile Keyboard
GYM5600LKNA
MSRP: $129.99

Enjoy your Creation wirelessly

- Desktop mouse and presentation remote
- Assignable buttons and hand gestures
- Includes MotionTools 3.0 software (NEW)
- Green (rechargeable) & TAA Compliant
- Gyration 104-key Low Profile Wireless Keyboard
- Windows & macOS compatible
Air Mouse Products

Enjoy your Creation wirelessly

- Desktop mouse and presentation remote
- Assignable buttons and hand gestures
- Includes MotionTools Software
- Green (rechargeable) & TAA Compliant
- Gyration 104-key Low Profile Wireless Keyboard
- Windows & macOS compatible

Air Mouse Go plus with full-sized Keyboard

GYM1100FKNA

MSRP: $149.99
Air Mouse Products

Air Mouse Go plus with Compact Keyboard
GYM1100CKNA
MSRP: $139.99

Enjoy your Creation wirelessly

- Desktop mouse and presentation remote
- Assignable buttons and hand gestures
- Includes MotionTools 3.0 software (NEW)
- Rechargeable Battery (3.7 VDC / 400 mAh - 1.48Wh)
- TAA Compliant
- Gyration 88-key Compact Wireless Keyboard
- Windows & macOS compatible
Packaging
Where to Buy (E-commerce)

U.S.A.

- AAFES
- amazon.com
- B&H
- BEST BUY
- CDW
- DELL
- FedEx
- FRY'S.COM
- Insight
- MacMall
- Micro Center
- Nebraska Furniture Mart
- Office Depot
- OfficeMax
- PC Connection
- PC Mall
- Sam's Club
- Walmart

Canada

- Amazon.ca
- BEST BUY
- CDW
- Costco Wholesale
- Newegg
- Sears
- TigerDirect.ca
- Walmart
Where to Buy (Retailer)

U.S.A.

- AAFES
- altex
- BrandsMart USA
- CVS pharmacy
- FedEx Office

Canada

- Canada Computers & Electronics
- Loblaws
- London Drugs
- The Source
- STAPLES
Where to Buy (Distributors)

U.S.A.

Asia

Canada

Distributors:
- ASI
- D&H
- INGRAM
- MA*LABS
- PETRA
- SYNEX